designfeature By Jim Williams, Linear Technology
ACCURATELY MEASURING THE SETTLING TIME OF A 16-BIT DAC AND ITS
OUTPUT AMPLIFIER IS AN ART FORM. ONE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE
BORROWS FROM THE DESIGN OF A CLASSIC SAMPLING OSCILLOSCOPE AND
PROVIDES RELIABLE RESULTS. THREE OTHER MEASUREMENT APPROACHES
PRODUCE RESULTS THAT CLOSELY AGREE WITH EACH OTHER.

Measuring 16-bit
settling times:
the art of timely accuracy
I

NSTRUMENTATION, WAVEFORM GENERATION, data acerations for DAC-amplifier compensation”).
quisition, feedback-control systems, and other apIt is difficult to measure to 16-bit ('0.0015%) acplications are beginning to make use of 16-bit data curacy regardless of the speed of what you are measconverters, specifically 16-bit DACs. By providing 16- uring. Dynamic measurement to 16-bit resolution is
bit performance at a lower cost than previous modu- particularly challenging, and even more so if you use
lar and hybrid technologies, new ICs make 16-bit specialized components (see sidebar “Measuring the
DACs a practical design alternative. With the increas- settling time of chopper-stabilized amplifiers”). A reing use of these high-resolution devices comes an in- liable 16-bit settling-time measurement requires excreasing need for techniques that accurately and reli- ceptional care in your experimental technique. Accuably measure performance.
rate 16-bit results require careful attention to
A DAC’s dc specifications are relatively easy to ver- breadboarding, layout, and connection techniques.
ify; the measurement techniques are well-understood, Wideband 100-mV-resolution measurements do not
although they are often tedious. The ac specifications, tolerate a cavalier laboratory attitude (Reference 1).
however, require more sophisticated approaches to
produce reliable information. In particular, the settling COMMON APPROACH OVERDRIVES OSCILLOSCOPE
A common circuit that you use to measure DAC settime of a DAC and its output amplifier is extraorditling time employs the “false-sum-node” technique
narily difficult to determine to 16-bit resolution.
DAC settling time is the elapsed time from the in- (Figure 2). The resistors and DAC amplifier form a
put-code application until the output arrives at and
remains within a specified error band around the fiSETTLING TIME
nal value. Manufacturers usually specify the settling
DAC INPUT
(ALL BITS)
time for a full-scale 10V transition. DAC settling time
has three distinct components: During delay time,
which is very small and almost entirely due to propaRING TIME
gation delay through the DAC and output amplifier,
there is no output movement; during slew time,
Figure 1
the output amplifier moves at its highest posALLOWABLE
sible speed toward the final value; and during ring
OUTPUTERROR BAND
time, the amplifier recovers from slewing and ceases
movement within some defined error band (Figure
SLEW
1). Normally, there is a trade-off between slew and ring
DAC OUTPUT
TIME
time. Fast-slewing amplifiers generally have extended
DELAY TIME
ring times, which complicate amplifier choice and frequency compensation. Additionally, the architecture DAC-settling-time components include delay, slew, and ring
of very fast amplifiers usually dictates trade-offs that times. Fast amplifiers reduce slew time, although longer ring
degrade dc error terms (see sidebar “Practical consid- time usually results.
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bridge-type network. Assuming ideal resistors, the amplifier output steps to the
value of VIN when the DAC inputs move to
all ones. During the slew time, the diodes
bound the settle node, which limits the
voltage excursion. When settling occurs,
the oscilloscope probe’s voltage should be
zero. The resistor divider’s attenuation
means that the probe’s output equals onehalf of the actual settled voltage.
In theory, this circuit allows you to observe the settling to small amplitudes. In
practice, this circuit does not reliably produce useful measurements. The oscilloscope connection presents problems. As
probe capacitance rises, ac loading of the

resistor junction influences the observed
settling waveforms. A 10-pF probe alleviates this problem, but its 103 attenuation
sacrifices oscilloscope gain. 13 probes are
unsuitable because of their excessive input
capacitance. An active 13 FET probe
works, but another issue remains. The
clamp diodes at the settle node reduce
swing during amplifier slew time and
thereby prevent excessive oscilloscope
overdrive. Unfortunately, overdrive-recovery characteristics vary among oscilloscopes, and vendors do not usually specify
these characteristics (see sidebar “Evaluating oscilloscope-overdrive performance”). The Schottky diodes’ 400-mV

drop means that the oscilloscope may see
an unacceptable overload and display questionable results.
At 10-bit resolution—10 mV at the DAC
output or 5 mV at the oscilloscope—the
oscilloscope typically undergoes a 23
overdrive at 50 mV/div, and the desired 5mV baseline is barely discernible. At 12-bit
or higher resolution, making a valid measurement using the circuit in Figure 2 is
hopeless. Increasing oscilloscope gain increases the measurement’s vulnerability to
overdrive-induced errors. At 16 bits, there
is no chance of measurement integrity.
Thus, measuring a 16-bit settling time requires a high-gain oscilloscope that is

EVALUATING OSCILLOSCOPE-OVERDRIVE PERFORMANCE
The design of most of the settling-time
circuits in this article attempts to provide the monitoring oscilloscope with
little or no overdrive. Oscilloscope
recovery from overdrive is a gray area
that manufacturers almost never specify. One settling-time-measurement
method requires overdriving the oscilloscope. In this case, the oscilloscope
must supply an accurate waveform
after the measurement circuit drives
the display off screen.
The answer to how long you must
wait after an overdrive before taking
the display seriously is quite complex.
Factors involved in determining this
duration include the degree of overdrive, its duty cycle, and its magnitude
in time and amplitude.
Response to overdrive varies widely
among oscilloscopes. For example, the
recovery time for a 1003 overload at
0.005V/div may be very different from
the recovery time at 0.1V/div. The
recovery characteristic may also vary
with waveform shape, dc content, and
repetition rate. With so many variables,
you must cautiously approach measurements that involve oscilloscope
overdrive.
To determine why most oscilloscopes have trouble recovering from
overdrive, study the vertical paths of
the three basic oscilloscopes: analog,
digital, and classic sampling oscilloscopes. Analog and digital scopes are
susceptible to overdrive; the classic
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The linear front end of a digital sampling oscilloscope can saturate in the same way an analog scope
does, causing similar overdrive-recovery problems.
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somehow immune to overdrive. You can
address the gain issue with an external
wideband preamplifier that accurately amplifies the diode-clamped settle node. Getting around the overdrive problem is more
difficult.
The only oscilloscope technology that
offers inherent overdrive immunity is the
classic sampling scope. Do not confuse this
scope with modern-era digital sampling
scopes, which have overdrive restrictions.
Unfortunately, vendors no longer manufacture these classic instruments, but you
can still find them on the secondary market. It is possible, however, to construct a
circuit that borrows the overload advan-

tages of classic-sampling-scope technology. Additionally, you can endow the circuit
with features that are particularly suitable
for measuring 16-bit-DAC settling times.
A PRACTICAL SETTLING-TIME MEASUREMENT

A block diagram of a 16-bit-DAC settling-time-measurement circuit (Figure 3)
shares some attributes with the circuit in
Figure 2. The same pulse that controls the
DAC also triggers a delayed-pulse generator, which consists of independently variable delay and pulse-generator blocks. The
output of this generator determines the
state of a diode-bridge switch. You adjust
the delayed-pulse generator’s timing so

that the switch does not close until settling
is nearly complete. The circuit samples
both the amplitude and the time of the incoming waveform. This scheme never subjects the oscilloscope to overdrive; no offscreen activity ever occurs. Before applying
the input step to the oscilloscope, the circuit inserts a time-correction delay to
compensate for the propagation delay of
the settling-time-measurement path.
The diode-bridge switch is the key to the
measurement. Borrowed from classic-sampling-oscilloscope circuitry, this switch
connects the preamplified oscilloscope to
the settle point. The diode bridge’s inherent balance eliminates charge-injection-

sampling scope is the only
architecture that is inherently
Figure C
+ 1
V V
immune to overdrive.
PULSE STRETCHER/
MEMORY-SWITCH
MEMORY
An analog oscilloscope is a
DRIVER
real-time, continuous linear
INPUT
system (Figure A). The input
DELAY
LINE
drives an attenuator, and a
TO CRT
AC
wideband buffer unloads the
AMPLIFIER
VERTICAL
attenuator output. The vertical
AMPLIFIER
CLASSICALFEEDBACK
preamp provides gain and
SAMPLING1 +
OSCILLOSCOPE
V V
drives the trigger pickoff,
VERTICAL
DC-OFFSET
CHANNEL
delay line, and vertical output
GENERATOR
amplifier. The attenuator and
delay line are passive eleTRIGGER CIRCUITRY
TO HORIZONTAL CIRCUITS
ments and require little comment.
The buffer, preamp, and
The classic sampling oscilloscope is inherently immune to overload because the instrument samples the input
vertical output amplifier are
before providing any gain.
complex, linear gain blocks,
each with dynamic operatingrange restrictions. Additionally, inherent circuit scope samples the input before taking any
bias the feedback loop. These generators pergain. Unlike Figure B’s digital sampling scope,
balance, low-frequency stabilization paths, or
mit you to offset a large input so that you can
the input is fully passive to the sampling point. accurately observe small amplitude activity on
both can set each block’s operating point.
Additionally, the output feeds back to the
Overdriving the input can cause one or more
top of the signal. This feature is ideal for setsampling bridge, which maintains its operatof these stages to saturate, forcing internal
tling-time measurements. Unfortunately, maning point over a range of inputs. The dynamic
nodes and components to abnormal operatufacturers no longer produce classic sampling
swing available to maintain the bridge output
ing points and temperatures. When the overoscilloscopes; if you have one, take care of it.
load ceases, full recovery of the electronic and is large and easily accommodates a range of
Don’t despair if you don’t have access to a
oscilloscope inputs.
thermal time constants may take a surprisingclassic sampling scope. Although analog and
For all of these reasons, the amplifiers in
ly long time.
digital oscilloscopes are susceptible to overthe classic scope see no overload (even at
The digital sampling oscilloscope eliminates
drive, many tolerate some degree of overdrive
10003 overdrives) and exhibit no recovery
the vertical output amplifier but has an attenabuse. A simple test indicates when and if
problems. You can derive additional immunity
uator buffer and amplifiers ahead of the A/D
overdrive deleteriously affects the oscillofrom the instrument’s relatively slow sample
converter (Figure B). The digital scope is also
scope. See Reference A for more information.
rate; even if you overload these amplifiers,
susceptible to overdrive-recovery problems.
Referenc e
they have plenty of time to recover between
INSTRUMENT HAS INHERENT IMMUNITY
A. Williams, Jim, “High-speed amplifier techsamples.
The classic sampling oscilloscope is unique;
niques,” Application Note 47, Linear TechnoloThe designers of classic sampling scopes
the nature of its operation makes it inherently
gy Corp, 1991.
capitalized on the scope’s overdrive immunity
immune to overload (Figure C). The classic
by including variable dc-offset generators to
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based errors in the output, making the
bridge far superior to other electronic
switches. Any other high-speed-switch
technology contributes excessive output
spikes caused by charge-based feedthrough. A FET switch is unsuitable because its gate-channel capacitance permits
such feedthrough. This capacitance allows
gate-drive artifacts to corrupt the oscilloscope display, inducing overload and defeating the switch’s purpose.
The diode bridge’s balance combines
with matched, low-capacitance monolithic diodes and complementary high-speed
switching to yield a cleanly switched output. The scheme also controls the temperature of the monolithic-diode bridge to
provide a bridge offset error of less than 10

mV, which stabilizes the measurement
baseline. Uncommitted diodes in the
monolithic array implement the temperature control.
A more detailed view of the bridge circuitry reveals how the bridge diodes cancel
each other’s temperature coefficients (Figure 4). Unstabilized bridge drift is about 100
mV/8C, and the temperature control reduces
residual drift to a few microvolts per degrees
Celsius. To achieve temperature control, one
diode acts as a sensor. Another diode, running in reverse breakdown (VZ'7V), serves
as the heater. The control amplifier, which
compares the sensor diode’s voltage with a
voltage at the amplifier’s negative terminal,
drives the heater diode to stabilize the temperature of the array.

The circuit achieves dc balance by trimming the bridge’s on-current for zero offset voltage between the input and output.
Two ac trims are necessary: The ac-balance
trim corrects for diode and layout capacitive imbalances, and the skew-compensation trim corrects timing asymmetry in the
nominally complementary bridge drive.
These ac trims compensate small dynamic
imbalances that could result in parasitic
bridge outputs.
DETAILED CIRCUIT INCLUDES SAMPLING BRIDGE

The detailed schematic of the 16-bitDAC settling-time-measurement circuit
closely follows the block diagram (Figure
5). The input pulse simultaneously switches all of the DAC bits; the pulse also routes

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR DAC-AMPLIFIER COMPENSATION
There are a number of practical considerations when compensating the DAC-amplifier
pair to get the fastest settling time. As this article discusses, settling-time components
include delay, slew, and ring times. Delay is
due to the propagation time through the DAC
amplifier and is a small term. The amplifier’s
maximum speed sets the slew time. Ring time
is the time during which the amplifier recovers
from slewing and ceases movement within
some defined error band.
Once you choose a DAC-amplifier pair, only
the ring time is readily adjustable. Because
slew time is usually the dominant lag, it is
tempting to select the amplifier with the

fastest available slew time to obtain the best
settling. Unfortunately, fast-slewing amplifiers
usually have extended ring times, negating
their brute-force speed advantage. Invariably,
the penalty for raw speed is prolonged ringing, which you can damp using only large
compensation capacitors. This compensation
works, but it results in protracted settling
times.
The key to good settling times is to choose
an amplifier with the right balance of slewrate and recovery characteristics and to compensate the amplifier properly. Achieving this
design goal is harder than it sounds because
you can neither predict nor extrapolate an

amplifier’s settling time from any combination
of data-sheet specifications. You must measure the settling time in the intended configuration.
In the case of a DAC and its amplifier, a
number of terms combine to influence settling
time. These terms include amplifier slew rate
and ac dynamics, DAC output resistance and
capacitance, and the compensation capacitor.
These terms interact in a complex manner,
making predictions hazardous. Take notice,
Spice aficionados: If you eliminate the DAC’s
parasitic elements and replace them with a
pure resistive source, amplifier settling time is
still not readily predictable. The DAC’s output-
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to the oscilloscope via a delay-compensation network. This delay network, comprising CMOS inverters and an adjustable
RC network, compensates the oscilloscope’s input-step signal for the 12-nsec delay through the circuit’s measurement path
(Reference 1).
The circuit uses the 3-kV resistor ratio
set to algebraically sum the opposing DAC
amplifier, and it uses LT1236 reference currents to produce a 0V reading when the circuit settles. The LT1236 also furnishes the
DAC’s reference, making the measurement
ratiometric. IC1 unloads the clamped settle node and drives the sampling bridge.
The additional clamp diodes at IC1’s output prevent abnormal IC1 outputs from
damaging the diode array, which can hap-

impedance terms make this difficult problem
even more messy.
The only way to deal with these problems
is to use the feedback compensation capacitor, CF. CF rolls off amplifier gain at the frequency that permits the best dynamic
response. Normally, the DAC’s current output
unloads directly into the amplifier’s summing
junction, placing the DAC’s parasitic capacitance between ground and the amplifier’s
input. The capacitance introduces feedback
phase shift at high frequencies, forcing the
amplifier to “hunt” and ring around the final
value before settling. Different DACs have different output-capacitance values. CMOS DACs
have the highest output capacitance, typically
100 pF. This value varies with code.
You can achieve the best settling results by

pen because of a lost supply or supply-sequencing anomalies. (I became unfit for
human companionship when I discovered
this mishap. Replacing the sampling bridge
was a lengthy and highly emotionally
charged task that required an exhaustive
breadboarding exercise. See Reference 1.)
IC3 and associated components provide
temperature control for the sampling
diode bridge by comparing the forward
drop of the diode at pin 12 of the array
with a stable potential derived from the
15V regulator. The diode at pin 14 serves
as a chip heater. These pin connections
provide the best temperature-control performance.
The input pulse also triggers the 74HC123 one shot, which produces a delayed

selecting the compensation capacitor to functionally compensate for all of the mentioned
parasitics. Figure Aa shows results for an
optimally selected feedback capacitor. The
amplifier comes cleanly out of slew and settles quickly.
In Figure Ab, the feedback capacitor is too
large. Settling is smooth, although overdamped, and a 600-nsec penalty results.
Figure Ac’s feedback capacitor is too small,
causing a somewhat underdamped response
and resulting in excessive ring-time excursions. In both cases, settling time increases
from 1.7 to 2.3 msec.
When you individually trim the feedback
capacitor for optimal response, the DAC,
amplifier, and compensation-capacitor tolerances are irrelevant. If you don’t use individ-
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pulse that sets the diode bridge on time.
The 20-kV potentiometer sets the delay,
and the 5-kV potentiometer sets the pulse
width. If you appropriately set the delay, the
oscilloscope does not see any input until
settling is nearly complete, eliminating
overdrive to the scope. You need to adjust
the sample-window width so that you can
observe all remaining settling activity. In
this way, the oscilloscope’s output is reliable, and you can observe meaningful data.
Q1 through Q4 shift the level of the one
shot’s output to provide the bridge with a
complementary switching drive. The
switching transistors (Q1 and Q2) are UHF
types; they permit true differential bridge
switching with less than 1 nsec of time
skew.

ual trimming, you must consider these tolerances when determining the feedback capacitor’s production value. DAC capacitance and
resistance, as well as the feedback capacitor’s
value, affect the ring time. The relationship is
nonlinear, although some guidelines are possible. The DAC-impedance terms can vary by
550%, and the feedback capacitor is typically a 55% component. Additionally, the data
sheet states that amplifier slew rate has a significant tolerance. To obtain a production
feedback-capacitor value, determine the optimum value by individually trimming components on the production-board layout.
(Board-layout parasitic capacitance counts,
too.) Then, factor in the worst-case percentage values for DAC-impedance terms, slew
rate, and feedback-capacitor tolerance. Add
these values to the trimmed capacitor’s
measured value to obtain the production
value. This budgeting is perhaps unduly pessimistic, but it will keep you out of trouble.
(Summing the rms error may be a defensible compromise, but this method’s potential
problems become clear when you are sitting
in an airliner that is landing in a snowstorm.)
An optimal value of CF compensates for all
DAC parasitics and results in the fastest settling time of 1.7 msec (a). Increasing the
capacitor’s value produces an overdamped
response with no ringing, but settling time
increases to 2.3 msec (b). An undersized
capacitor produces an underdamped response
with additional ringing that also results in a
longer settling time of 2.3 msec (c).
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The residue amplifier (IC2) monitors the
bridge’s output, provides gain, and drives
the oscilloscope. Figure 6 shows circuit
waveforms. When the sample gate goes low,
the bridge switches cleanly, and you can
easily observe the last 1.5 mV of slew. Ring
time is also clearly visible, and the amplifier settles nicely to its final value. When the
sample gate goes high, the bridge switches

off, with only 600 mV of feedthrough. The
100-mV peak before bridge switching (at
'3.5 vertical divisions) is evidence of
feedthrough from IC1’s output, but the circuit controls this feedthrough to keep all
activity on screen. No off-screen activity
occurs at any time; the circuit never subjects the oscilloscope to overdrive.
The circuit requires trimming to achieve

this level of performance. Grounding Q5’s
base before applying power sets the bridge’s
temperature-control point. Next, apply
power and measure IC3’s positive input
with respect to the 15V rail. Select the resistor at IC3’s negative input, which is nominally 1.5 kV, for a voltage at IC3’s negative
input that is 57 mV less than the positive
input’s value. As before, adjust IC3’s nega-

MEASURING THE SETTLING TIME OF CHOPPER-STABILIZED AMPLIFIERS
Determining the settling time of chopperstabilized amplifiers is a special case and
requires some understanding of how
these amplifiers work. Figure A is a simplified block diagram of the LTC1150
CMOS chopper-stabilized amplifier, which
actually includes two amplifiers. The “fast
amp” processes input signals directly to
the output. This amplifier is relatively
quick, but it has poor dc-offset characteristics. A second, clocked amplifier periodically samples the offset of the fast channel
and maintains an offset-hold capacitor at
whatever value is necessary to correct the
fast amplifier’s offset errors. The circuit
clocks the dc-stabilizing amplifier so that it
operates (internally) as an ac amplifier, eliminating its dc terms as an error source. The
clock chops the stabilizing amplifier at about
500 Hz, providing the hold-capacitor-offset
control with updates every 2 msec.
The settling time of this composite amplifier
is a function of the response of the fast and
stabilizing paths. Figure Ba shows short-term
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settling of the amplifier. Damping is reasonable, and the 10-msec settling time and profile
appear typical. Figure Bb reveals an unpleasant surprise. If the DAC’s slew-time interval
coincides with the amplifier’s sampling cycle,
serious error results. In Figure Bb, the horizontal scale is slow. Initially, the amplifier
quickly settles (settling is visible in the second
vertical-division region), but it generates a

An LTC1150 CMOS chopper-stabilized
amplifier comprises a fast amp, which
processes signals directly to the output,
and a dc-stabilizing amp, which periodically samples the offset of the fast amp
and maintains its output-hold capacitor
at a value that minimizes offset errors.

huge error 200 msec later, when the internal clock applies an offset correction.
Successive clock cycles progressively chop
the error into the noise, but a complete
recovery takes 7 msec.
The error occurs because the amplifier
samples its offset when its input signal is
well outside its bandpass. This set of events
causes the stabilizing amplifier to acquire
erroneous offset information. When the
amplifier applies the “correction,” a huge
output error results. Admittedly, this error is a
worst-case scenario; it can happen only if the
DAC’s slew-time interval coincides with the
amplifier’s internal clock cycle—but it can
happen.

Figure B
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The short-term settling profile of the chopper-stabilized amplifier seems typical at approximately 10 msec (a). Unfortunately, slowing the horizontal sweep reveals a monstrous tailing error, which occurs when the amplifier’s clocked operation coincides with DAC slewing (b).
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tive input with respect to 15V. Remove
ground from Q5’s base, and the circuit will
control the sampling bridge to about 558C
according to the following equation:
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DIGITAL INPUTS
FB
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57 mV
25 C (ROOM) +
=
1.9 mV / C (DIODE DROP)
25 C + 30 C (RISE) = 55 C.
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SETTLE
You set the dc and ac bridge
Figure 2
NODE
trims—baseline zero, ac balance,
DIGITAL INPUTS
OUTPUT
TO OSCILLOand skew compensation—when the temSCOPE
R
perature control is functional. To make
these adjustments, disable the DAC and its
1VREF
amplifier by disconnecting the input pulse
from the DAC, setting all DAC inputs low, A popular summing scheme for DAC-settling-time measurements provides misleading results beand shorting the settle node directly to the cause a 16-bit measurement causes greater than 2003 oscilloscope overdrive, and the scope disground plane. When the switching-related plays meaningless information.
activity is on-screen and the offset error reduces to an unreadable level, the circuit is initiates the sample window too early, and quency compensation to achieve the best
ready to use. You can remove ground from the residue amplifier’s output overdrives possible settling time. The DAC has apprethe settle node and restore the input-pulse the oscilloscope when sampling com- ciable output capacitance, which complimences. Figure 7b displays optimal condi- cates amplifier response and makes careconnection to the DAC.
Beware that without proper trimming, tions, with all amplifier residue well with- ful compensation-capacitor selection even
ac and dc errors are present at the output in the screen boundaries.
more important (see sidebar “Practical
In general, it is good practice to “walk” considerations for DAC-amplifier comof IC2’s residue amplifier. The sample gate’s
transitions cause large, off-screen residue- the sampling window until the last milli- pensation”). Light compensation permits
amplifier swings, and the amplifier output volt or so of the amplifier’s slew time so very fast slew times but causes excessive
shows significant dc-offset error during the that you can observe the onset of ring time. ringing amplitude over a protracted time,
sampling interval. Adjusting the ac-balance The sampling-based approach provides which increases the total settling time. Seand skew-compensation potentiometers this capability, which is a powerful meas- vere ringing can feed through during a porminimizes the switching-induced tran- urement tool. Additionally, remember that tion of the sample-gate off period, alsients.
slower amplifiers may require extended de- though no overdrive results. A large-value
lay times, extended sampling-window compensation capacitor eliminates all
SET SAMPLING WINDOW AND COMPENSATION
times, or both. These extended times may ringing but slows the amplifier and further
Figure 7 underscores the importance of necessitate larger capacitor values in the increases settling time. A carefully chosen
proper sampling-window positioning in 74H123 one-shot timing networks.
compensation capacitor results in tightly
time. In Figure 7a, the sample gate’s delay
The DAC-amplifier pair requires fre- controlled damping.
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ALTERNATIVE METHODS VERIFY RESULTS
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Based on the above results, the samplingAC BALANCE
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you be sure? A good way to verify Figure 5’s
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diode drops. Theoretically, this setup has
the same effect as ground-referred diodes
with an inherently lower forward drop, A more detailed schematic of the diode-bridge switch includes adjustments for ac balance, dc balwhich greatly reduces oscilloscope over- ance, and switch-drive timing skew. Two uncommitted diodes in the diode array provide the sense
drive. In practice, diode V-I characteristics and heat temperature controls.
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A detailed schematic of the DAC-setting-time-measurement circuit includes the DAC and its output amplifier, the temperature-controlled diode-bridge
switch, time-correction circuitry for the input step to the oscilloscope, and a delayed-pulse generator for proper positioning of the sample window.
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and temperature effects limit achievable
performance to uninteresting levels.
Clamping reduction is minimal, and diode
forward leakage, which occurs when the
settle node reaches zero, causes signal amplitude errors. Although this approach is
impractical, it hints at a more useful
method.
METHOD I: BOOTSTRAPPED CLAMP

strapped clamp. IC1 and IC2 supply a nonsaturating gain of 80 to the clamp, which
permits a 500-mV/div oscilloscope scale
factor with respect to the DAC-amplifier
output. As before, the circuit time corrects
the input pulse for signal-path delays. Additionally, FET probes at the outputs ensure overall delay matching. The bootstrapped clamp’s output impedance
mandates a FET probe. A second FET
probe can monitor the input step but only
to maintain channel-delay matching.

4S1 vertical and 5T3 timing plug-ins—
which is ostensibly immune to the overdrive insult.
METHOD III—DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER

In theory, a differential amplifier that has
one input biased at the expected settled
voltage can measure settling time to 16-bit
resolution. In practice, this measurement is
extraordinarily demanding for a differential amplifier. The amplifier’s overload-recovery characteristics must be pristine. In
fact, no commercially produced differential-amplifier or -oscilloscope plug-in
meets this requirement. However, a recently introduced instrument, the differential amplifier type 1855 from Preamble
Instruments (www.preamble.com), which
is not fully specified at these levels, appears
to have superb overload-recovery performance (Figure 11). An internal adjustable
reference biases the amplifier’s negative input to the expected settled voltage. The differential amplifier’s clamped output operates at a gain of 10 and drives
IC1 and IC2. Together, IC1 and
IC2 produce a bounded, nonsaturating gain of 40. This
circuit cannot overdrive
the monitoring oscilloscope,
which operates at 0.2V/div
(500 µV/div at the DAC
amplifier).

One approach returns the diodes to amplifier-generated voltages bootstrapped
from the settle node’s input signal (Figure
8). This method maintains the diode bias METHOD II: SAMPLING OSCILLOSCOPE
As previously discussed, classic sampling
at the optimum point with respect to the
settle-node signal. During DAC-amplifier oscilloscopes are inherently immune to
slew, the settle-node signal is large, and the overdrive, so why not use this feature and
amplifiers supply a resultant large bias to attempt to measure settling time using a
the diodes, forcing the desired small clamp simple diode clamp? The circuit in Figure
voltage. When the DAC-amplifier comes 10 is identical to that in Figure 9, except
out of slew, the settle-node signal nearly that a simple diode clamp replaces the
approaches zero, the clamp amplifiers sup- bootstrapped clamp. These conditions
ply almost no diode bias, and the oscillo- heavily overdrive the sampling scope—a
scope monitors the uncorrupted settle- Tektronix (www.tek.com) type 661 with
node output. Adjustable
amplifier gains permit optiFigure 6
mal setting of positive and
INPUTPULSE
negative bound limits. This
(10V/DIV)
scheme offers the possibility of
DAC-AMPLIFIER
minimizing oscilloscope overOUTPUT
drive and preserving signal(10V/DIV)
path integrity.
SAMPLE GATE
(10V/DIV)
The circuit in Figure 9
adapts the bootstrapped clamp
SETTLING-TIME
OUTPUT
to Figure 6’s settling-time test
(500 mV/DIV)
circuit. The clamp circuit,
comprising IC3 and IC4, is
1 mSEC/DIV
nearly identical to Figure 8’s
circuit. The settle node feeds
the residue amplifier (IC1 and With proper trimming and proper positioning of the sample gate’s winIC2), which drives the boot- dow, the settling-time measurement is 1.7 msec.

SUMMARIZE THE RESULTS

The simplest way to summarize the results of these four
measurement techniques is by
visual comparison. Figure 12
displays the settling times of all
four circuits. If all four ap-

Figure 7
SAMPLE WINDOW
(10V/DIV)

SAMPLE WINDOW
(10V/DIV)

RESIDUE-AMPLIFIER
OUTPUT
(500 mV/DIV)

(a)

RESIDUE-AMPLIFIER
OUTPUT
(500 mV/DIV)

1 mSEC/DIV

(b)
1 mSEC/DIV

Properly positioning the sampling window in time is critical. Inadequate sample-gate delay overdrives the oscilloscope and results in off-screen activity
(a). The optimal delay time positions the sampling window so that all output settling information is well within the screen’s boundaries (b).
www.ednmag.com
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proaches represent good measurement
1CLAMP
techniques and if you properly construct
each circuit, the results should be
Figure 8
1
identical. If the results are identical,
they have a high probability of being valid.
POSITIVE
R
Remember that the construction details are
+
OUTPUT
SETTLE
critical.
FROM DAC
NODE
TO
AMPLIFIER
Examination of the four scope photos in
OSCILLOSCOPE
R
+CLAMP
1VREF
Figure 12 shows identical 1.7-msec settling
times and settling-waveform signatures.
_
The shape of the settling waveform is identical in all four photos. In each photo, the
top trace is the time-corrected input step,
+
and the bottom trace is the settle signal. In
the bootstrapped-clamp circuit, the oscilloscope undergoes about a 2.53 overdrive, A bootstrapped clamp biases the diodes from the settle-node input signal to minimize the effects of
although the settling signal appears undis- V-I characteristics and temperature.
torted (Figure 12b). Despite a brutal overdrive of the classic sampling scope, the bound, entering the amplified linear region vision. This kind of agreement makes the
scope appears to respond cleanly, giving a between the third and fourth vertical divi- measured results highly credible. It also
plausible settle-signal presentation (Figure sions (Figure 12d). The settling signature provides you with the confidence to char12c). For the differential-amplifier circuit, appears reasonable, and complete settling acterize a variety of amplifiers.
the settle signal comes smoothly out of occurs just beyond the fourth vertical diWhen discussing DAC settling time, you
TIME-CORRECTED INPUT STEP
TO OSCILLOSCOPE VIA FET PROBE

5V
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5k

1
+
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+
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LT1222

1.5k
+

1
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**VISHAY VHD-200, RATIO SET: 10-PPM MATCHING.
BYPASS ALL ICs.
USE INLINE COAXIAL 50V TERMINATOR FOR
PULSE-GENERATOR INPUT. DO NOT MOUNT
50V RESISTOR ON BOARD.
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IC3
LT1222

1

3 pF

3k*
3 pF

422*

1k

1.5k

332*
5k

1k

SETTLE NODE
340 OUTPUT TO
OSCILLOSCOPE
VIA FET PROBE.
0.02V/DIV=500
mV/DIV AT DACAMPLIFIER OUTPUT.

+CLAMP
5k
1
+

IC4
LT1220

A bootstrapped-clamp-based settling-time-measurement circuit results in a substantially lower oscilloscope overdrive than you get with the convention3 screen overdrive.
al diode clamp, but the oscilloscope must still tolerate '2.53
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cannot isolate the DAC from its output
amplifier; the DAC-amplifier combination
is crucial to obtaining the performance you
desire. However, beware of oversimplifying
this complex topic. A suitable amplifier for

your application may not be accurate to 16
bits over temperature or, in some cases,
even at 258C. Many applications, such as ac
signal processing, servo loops, and waveform generation, are insensitive to dc-off-

1.8k

DAC/AMPLIFIER
5V
PULSEGENERATOR
INPUT

RESIDUE-AMPLIFIER
DELAY COMPENSATION'32 nSEC

5V

set error. Therefore, amplifiers that are not
accurate to 16 bits may still be worthy candidates. Applications requiring dc accuracy to 16 bits (10V full-scale) must keep input errors at less than 15 nA and 152 µV
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+
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A classic sampling oscilloscope’s inherent overload immunity allows you to use a simple diode clamp in place of a bootstrapped clamp.
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5V
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CF
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+
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+
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+

IC2
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2
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A differential amplifier with excellent input-overload recovery allows 16-bit settling-time measurements without overdriving the oscilloscope.
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F i g u r e 12

INPUT STEP
(5V/DIV)

INPUT STEP
(5V/DIV)

SETTLING-TIME
SIGNAL
(500 mV/DIV)

(a)

SETTLING-TIME
SIGNAL
(500 mV/DIV)

500 nSEC/DIV

(b)

500 nSEC/DIV

INPUT STEP
(5V/DIV)

INPUT STEP
(5V/DIV)
SETTLING-TIME
SIGNAL
(500 mV/DIV)

SETTLING-TIME
SIGNAL
(500 mV/DIV)
(c)

500 nSEC/DIV

(d)

500 nSEC/DIV

Settling-time-measurement results of all four techniques—the original diode-bridge circuit (a), the bootstrapped-clamp method (b), the simple diode
msec settling times and identical settlingclamp with a classic sampling oscilloscope (c), and the differential-amplifier approach (d)—show identical 1.7-m
waveform signatures.

to maintain performance.
Reference
Amplifiers with 16-bit
F i g u r e 13
1. Williams, Jim, “Component
accuracy fall into two
and meas-urement advances encategories:
amplifiers
INPUT STEP
sure 16-bit DAC settling time,”
with absolute dc confor(5V/DIV)
Application Note 74, Linear Techmance at room temperanology Corp, 1998.
ture and amplifiers with
AMPLIFIER
OUTPUT
absolute dc conformance
(500 mV/DIV)
Acknowled gment
over temperature.
George Feliz developed the bridgeAll amplifiers have an
switching scheme at Linear Techinherent accuracy-versusnology Corp.
speed trade-off. Some
1 mSEC/DIV
very accurate amplifiers
Author’s bio graphy
are relatively slow. Ask A poorly designed amplifier can exhibit a “thermal tail,” which is drift due to
Jim Williams is a staff scientist at
yourself two important die heating, even after it appears that settling has occurred. In this case,
Linear Technology Corp (Milpitas,
questions: Do you really loading the amplifier causes a thermal-tail error of 400 mV, or greater than
CA, www.linear-tech.com), where
need 16 bits over temper- 2.5 LSB.
ature and how fast do you need to go? The the output to wander outside desired lim- he specializes in analog-circuit and instrucircuit in Figure 6 combines the LTC1597 its long after the output appears settled. Af- mentation design. He has served in similar
DAC and the LT1468 amplifier for a blend ter checking settling at high speed, it is al- capacities at National Semiconductor,
of 16-bit accuracy and a 1.7-msec settling ways a good idea to slow the oscilloscope Arthur D Little, and the Instrumentation
time.
sweep and look for thermal tails (Figure Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of
A final category of settling-time error is 13). The loaded amplifier slowly drifts 400 Technology (Cambridge, MA). A former stuthermally based. Some poorly designed µV after apparent settling (note horizon- dent at Wayne State University (Detroit),
amplifiers exhibit a substantial “thermal tal-sweep speed). Often, loading the am- Williams enjoys art, collecting antique scientail” after responding to an input step. This plifier’s output accentuates the thermal tific instruments, and restoring old Tektronix
oscilloscopes.
phenomenon, due to die heating, can cause tail’s effect.
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OBTAINING A RELIABLE SETTLING-TIME MEASUREMENT IS
DIFFICULT AND REQUIRES A CAREFUL APPROACH AND AN
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE. YOU CAN USE NEW CIRCUITS
TO TEST THE 30-NSEC SETTLING TIME OF A PRECISION
WIDEBAND AMPLIFIER.

Measuring precisionamplifier settling time
ountless applications, including instru- The circuit requires the input pulse to have a flat top
mentation, waveform-generation, and data-ac- within the required measurement limits, which are
quisition systems, use wideband amplifiers. typically settling within 5 mV or less for a 5V step.
Some of the new amplifiers combine precision with No general-purpose pulse generator can hold outhigh-speed operation. As with many other compo- put amplitude and noise within these limits. The
nents, the dc specifications are relatively easy to ver- generator’s output causes aberrations to appear at
ify. However, ac specifications and settling time re- the oscilloscope probe, and these aberrations are inquire sophisticated measurement approaches. Ob- distinguishable from amplifier-output movement.
taining a reliable nanosecond-region settling-time Thus, the results are unreliable.
measurement is difficult and requires a careful apThe oscilloscope connection also presents probproach and an experimental technique.
lems. As probe capacitance rises, ac loading of the
A previous article discussed the basics of settling- circuit’s resistor junction influences observed settime measurements and the techniques for measuring the
Figure 1
settling time of a 16-bit
+V
DAC together with its output amplifier (Reference 1). The techCURRENT
SWITCH
niques necessary to measure the
_
settling time of an amplifier by itAMPLIFIER
self are similar but have signifi+
SETTLE
INPUT FROM
SWITCH
cant differences. For one, the cirNODE
PULSE
cuit to measure only the amplifier
GENERATOR
OUTPUT
settling time is 60 times faster
TO
OSCILLOSCOPE
than the 16-bit DAC measure+VREF
ment circuit. Also, the measurement is less precise: 0.1% versus
DELAYED
PULSE
0.0015%.
GENERATOR
High-speed settling time is difficult to measure because the
most common circuit for meas- The switch at the input gates a current step to the amplifier under test, making
uring settling time, which uses the circuit insensitive to pulse-generator aberrations. The output, or sampling,
the “false-sum-node” technique, switch prevents the oscilloscope from monitoring the settle node until settling is
suffers from many drawbacks. nearly complete, thereby eliminating overdrive.

C
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tling waveforms. A 10-pF probe alleviates
this problem, but this probe’s 102 attenuation sacrifices oscilloscope gain;
12 probes are unsuitable because of
their excessive input capacitance.
Finally, the 400-mV drop across the
clamp diodes at the circuit’s settle node
can cause the oscilloscope to undergo an
unacceptable overload, which brings the
displayed results into question because
the overdrive-recovery characteristics of
oscilloscopes can vary widely.
Thus, measuring an amplifier’s settling
time requires a “flat-top” pulse generator
and an oscilloscope that is somehow immune to overdrive. These issues are central to a wideband-amplifier settlingtime measurement.
SWITCH CURRENT, NOT VOLTAGE
You can avoid the flat-top pulse-generator requirement by switching current
rather than voltage. It is easier to gate a
quickly settling current into the amplifier’s summing node than to control a voltage. This approach makes the inputpulse generator’s job easier, although it
still must have a rise time of 1 nsec or less
to avoid measurement errors (see side-

bar “Subnanosecond-rise-time pulse
generators for the rich and poor”).
The only oscilloscope technology that
offers inherent overdrive immunity is the
classic sampling scope, which you should
not confuse with modern DSOs that have
overdrive restrictions. Unfortunately,
manufacturers no longer make these instruments, although some are still available on the secondary market. You can,
however, construct a circuit that borrows
the overload advantages of classic sampling-oscilloscope technology. Also, the
circuit can include features for measuring settling times of around 1 nsec.
MEASURE NANOSECOND-REGION SETTLING
Figure 1 is a conceptual diagram of a
settling-time measurement circuit. This
figure shares attributes with the falsesum-node circuit but has some additional features. The oscilloscope connects
to the settle point through a switch, and
the input pulse triggers a delayed pulse
generator that determines the switch’s
state. The circuit sets the timing of the
delayed pulse generator so that the switch
does not close until settling is nearly
complete. In this way, the circuit samples
DELAY COMPENSATION

Figure 2

the time as well as the amplitude of the
incoming waveform. The circuit never
subjects the oscilloscope to overdrive,
and no off-screen activity ever occurs.
The oscilloscope displays only the tail
end of amplifier settling.
The input pulse controls a switch at the
amplifier’s summing junction. This
switch gates current to the amplifier
through a voltage-driven resistor and
eliminates the flat-top pulse-generator
requirement, although the switch must
be fast and devoid of drive artifacts.
Figure 2 provides a more complete
representation of the settling-time-measurement scheme. The delayed pulse generator now comprises a delay and a pulse
generator, both independently variable.
The input step to the oscilloscope undergoes delay compensation, which compensates for the propagation delay of the
measurement path.
The most striking new aspects of the
diagram are the diode-bridge switches.
Borrowed from classic sampling-oscilloscope circuitry, these switches are key to
the measurement. The inherent balance
of a diode bridge eliminates charge-injection-based errors, and a diode bridge

+V

TIME-CORRECTED
INPUT STEP
TO OSCILLOSCOPE

CURRENT
SWITCH
OUTPUT
AMPLIFIER

INPUT
FROM
PULSE
GENERATOR

_
5V TRANSITION
+
R

SAMPLINGBRIDGE
SWITCH

SETTLE
NODE

1V
SAMPLINGBRIDGE
DRIVER

OUTPUT TO
OSCILLOSCOPE
SETTLE NODE
2

31

R
BRIDGE-SWITCHING
CONTROL

+VREF

DELAYED
PULSE
GENERATOR
VARIABLE
DELAY

VARIABLE-WIDTH
PULSE GENERATOR

Using diode bridges for the current and sampling-bridge switches eliminates charge-injection-based errors. Each bridge’s balance, combined with
matched, low-capacitance monolithic diodes and high-speed switching, yields clean switching.
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is superior to other electronic switches in
this characteristic. Any other high-speedswitch technology contributes excessive
output spikes due to charge-based feedthrough. FET switches are unsuitable because their gate-channel capacitance
permits such feedthrough. This capacitance allows gate-drive artifacts to corrupt switching, defeating the switches’
purpose.
The diode-bridge balance, combined
with matched, low-capacitance mono-

lithic diodes and high-speed switching,
yields clean switching. The input-driven bridge quickly switches current into
the amplifier’s summing point, and settling occurs within a few nanoseconds.
The diode clamp to ground at this
bridge’s input prevents excessive
bridge-drive swings and ensures that
input-pulse characteristics are irrelevant. The output, or sampling, bridge
requires considerable attention to
achieve the desired performance. The

monolithic bridge diodes tend to cancel each other’s temperature coefficient—drift is only about 100 mV/8C,
but a dc balance is necessary to minimize offset. Trimming the bridge’s oncurrent for zero I/O offset voltage provides dc balance. An ac-balance trim is
necessary to correct for diode and layout capacitive imbalances, and a skewcompensation trim corrects for any
timing asymmetry in the nominally
complementary bridge drive. These ac

Figure 3
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This settling-time-measurement circuit closely follows the block diagram of Figure 2. Optimum performance requires attention to layout.
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trims compensate small dynamic imbalances, minimizing parasitic bridge
outputs.
DETAILED SETTLING-TIME CIRCUITRY
Figure 3 details the settling-time
measurement circuitry for IC1, the
LT1813 amplifier under test. The input
pulse switches the input bridge and also
routes to the oscilloscope via a delaycompensation network. The delay network, comprising a fast comparator, IC3,

TIME-CORRECTED
INPUT STEP TO
OSCILLOSCOPE
VIA HP-1120A
FET PROBE

OUTPUT TO
OSCILLOSCOPE
VIA HP-1120A
FET PROBE

SAMPLE
DELAY/WINDOW
GENERATOR

IC4B
1/2 LT1720
2
10 pF

+

100
2k
SAMPLEWINDOW
WIDTH

IC4A
1/2 LT1720
+
2

2k
5V
2k

+
1 mF

MEASURING AND COMPENSATING
SETTLING-CIRCUIT DELAY
The settling-time-measurement circuit uses an adjustable delay network to
time-correct the input pulse
for delays in the signal-processing path. Typically,
these delays introduce errors of 20%, so an accurate
correction is necessary. Setting the delay-compensation potentiometer involves
observing the network’s I/O
delay and adjusting for the
appropriate time interval.
Determining the “appropri-

ate” time interval is somewhat more complex and requires a wideband oscilloscope with FET probes. To
ensure accuracy in the following delay measurements, you must verify the
probe’s time skew. Connect
the probes to a subnanosecond pulse generator and verify the probe
skew within 100 psec. Verifying the probe skew ensures small error for the delay measurements, which

will be approximately 1
nsec.
For the settling-timemeasurement circuit, three
delay measurements are of
interest: the delay from the
pulse generator to the amplifier under test, the delay
from the amplifier under
test to the settle node, and
the delay from the amplifier
under test to the output.
The delay from the
pulse-generator input to
the amplifier under test is
approximately 800
psec. Figure A indicates
2.5 nsec from
AMPLIFIER
Figure A
the amplifier under
OUTPUT
(1V/DIV)
test to the settle node.
SETTLE
Figure B indicates 5.2
NODE
nsec
from the amplifi(0.1V/DIV)
er under test to the
output. In Figure A ’s
measurement, the
probes have a severe
source-impedance
mismatch. You can
compensate for this
1 NSEC/DIV
mismatch by adding a
series
500V resistor
The delay from the amplifier-under-test output to the settle node is
to
the
probe that
2.5 nsec.
monitors the amplifier
under test. This provision approximately
Figure B
equalizes this probe’s
AMPLIFIER
source impedance and
OUTPUT
negates the probe’s
(2V/DIV)
input-capacitance
CIRCUIT
term, which is approxiOUTPUT
(0.2V/DIV)
mately equal to 1 pF.
The measurements
reveal a circuit I/O delay of 6 nsec, and you
apply this correction
by adjusting the 1-kV
delay-compensation
2 NSEC/DIV
trim at the input to IC3
in the settling-timeThe delay from the amplifier-under-test output to the circuit’s outmeasurement circuit.
put is 5.2 nsec.
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5V step from `2.5V to 22.5V. IC2 unloads the clamped settle node and drives
the sampling bridge.
The input pulse triggers the IC4-based
delayed pulse generator. This circuitry
produces a delayed pulse whose width
sets the on-time of the sampling bridge.
The 10-kV sample-delay potentiometer
controls delay time, and the 2-kV sample-window-width potentiometer controls pulse width. If you appropriately set
the delay, the circuit provides no input to
the oscilloscope until settling is nearly

and an adjustable RC network, compensates the oscilloscope’s input step signal
for the 6-nsec delay through the circuit’s
measurement path (see sidebar “Measuring and compensating settling-circuit
delay”). The circuit compares IC1’s output to the 5V reference via the summing
resistors at the settle node. The 5V reference also furnishes the bridge’s input current, making the measurement ratiometric. The 25V-reference supply pulls
current from the summing point at IC1’s
inverting input, allowing the amplifier a

complete, eliminating overdrive. You adjust the sample-window width so that all
remaining settling activity is observable.
In this way, the oscilloscope’s output is
reliable, and you can take meaningful
data. Q1 through Q4 level-shift the output
of the delay generator to provide complementary switching drive to the bridge.
The actual switching transistors, Q1 and
Q2, are UHF types, permitting true differential bridge switching with less than
1 nsec of time skew.
Figure 4 shows circuit waveforms.

SUBNANOSECOND-RISE-TIME PULSE GENERATORS FOR THE RICH AND POOR
The input diode bridge of the
settling-time measurement circuit requires a subnanosecond-

and costs are excessive. Current-production units can easily
cost $10,000, and prices rise to-

tors providing this capability are
thin. Instruments with rise
times of 1 nsec or less are rare,

rise-time pulse to cleanly switch
current to the amplifier under
test. The ranks of pulse genera-

Continue on pg 92
5V

Figure A
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100 mH
5V
+ 2 mF
100V

5V

1k
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100
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+
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+ L
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5V
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NOTES:

E2
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ADJUST
5k

VIN

1k

0.1 mF

1000 pF

VSW
FB
13k* E1

0.22 mF +
100V

330

220

1M*

150 pF

0.7 TO 3 pF**
SIX FERRITE
BEADS 5 pF

10k

10k
Q1
2N2369

100

8 TO 50 pF**

180

L2
1.1 mH

TRIGGER INPUT
200-NSEC MINIMUM
200 kHz

R1=HEWLETT-PACKARD HP-355C
STEPPED ATTENUATOR.
L1=COILTRONICS #UP-2-101.
L2=15-TURN #27 WIRE ON MICROMETALS T37-53 CORE.
**TYPICAL VALUE. SELECT OR ADJUST FOR
BEST PULSE PRESENTATION.
*1% FILM RESISTOR.
PNP=2N5087.
NPN=2N2369.
500
=FERRITE BEAD FERRONICS #21-110J.
30-NSEC TRIM
=BAV-21, 200V.
=1N5711.
240
Q1 CONNECTIONS MAY REQUIRE
LENGTH ADJUSTMENT OR ADDITIONAL
COMPONENTS FOR OPTIMAL RESULTS.

100

10k

1N5712

68**
ONE
TURN

130**

LT1394
+

30 pF

PULSE
OUTPUT (50V)
R1
50

50
TRIGGER
OUTPUT (50V)

2
5V
4.7k
1 mF

A programmable delay triggers this subnanosecond-rise-time pulse generator. The charge line at Q1’s collector results in a 40-nsec output
width.
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ward $30,000 depending on
features. Substantially less expensive approaches are available for bench work and production testing.
The secondary market offers
subnanosecond-rise-time pulse
generators at attractive cost.
The Hewlett-Packard HP-8082A
transitions in less than 1 nsec,
has a full complement of controls, and costs about $500.
The HP-215A, long out of manufacture, has 800-psec edge
times and is a clear bargain
with a typical price lower than
$50. This instrument also has a
versatile trigger output, which
permits continuous-time phase
adjustment from before to after

the main output. External trigger impedance, polarity, and
sensitivity are also variable. The
output, controlled by a stepped
attenuator, puts 610V into 50V
in 800 psec.
The Tektronix type 109
switches in 250 psec. Although
amplitude is fully variable,
charge lines are necessary to
set pulse width. This reed-relaybased instrument has a fixed
repetition rate of approximately
500 Hz and no external trigger
facility, making it somewhat unwieldy to use. Price is typically
$20. The Tektronix type 111 is
more practical. Edge times are
500 psec, and the device has
fully variable repetition rate

and external trigger capabilities.
The charge-line length sets the
pulse width. Price is usually
about $25.
A potential problem with
older instruments is availability.
Residents of Silicon Valley tend
toward inbred techno-provincialism. Citizens of other locales
cannot simply go to a flea market, junk store, or garage sale
and buy a subnanosecond
pulse generator. Figure A
shows a circuit that produces
subnanosecond-rise-time pulses. The circuit’s operation essentially duplicates the Tektronix type 111 pulse generator.
Rise time is 500 psec, and
pulse amplitude is fully ad-

Figure B

OUTPUT PULSE
(1V/DIV)

500 PSEC/DIV

The pulse-generator output shows a 500-psec rise time with minimal pulse-top aberrations.

Trace A is the time-corrected input pulse,
Trace B is the amplifier output, Trace C
is the sample gate, and Trace D is the settling-time output. When the sample gate
goes low (Trace C), the bridge switches
cleanly, and the last 10 mV of slew is easily observable. Ring time is also clearly
visible, and the amplifier settles nicely to
final value. When the sample gate goes
high, the bridge switches off with only
millivolts of feedthrough. Note that no
off-screen activity occurs; the oscilloscope is never subjected to overdrive.
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Figure 5 expands vertical and horizontal scales so that settling detail is
more visible. Note that this photo measures settling time from the onset of the
time-corrected input pulse. Appropriate setting of the oscilloscope gain results in an amplitude measurement
with respect to the amplifier, not the
sampling bridge’s output. This calibration eliminates the ambiguity that the
42 ratio of the summing resistors at the
settle node introduces. Trace A is the
time-corrected input pulse, and Trace B

justable. An external input determines repetition rate, and
you can set the occurrence of
the output pulse from before to
after a trigger output.
This circuit uses an avalanche pulse generator, Q1, to
create extremely fast rise-time
pulses. The transmission-line
length at Q1’s collector sets the
pulse width, and a coaxial-cable
charge line attaches to the collector. In this case, a 13-ft
charge line produces a 40nsec-wide output.
The picture in Figure B , taken with a 3.9-GHz bandpass
oscilloscope (Tektronix 547
with 1S2 sampling plug-in)
shows output-pulse purity and
rise time. The rise time is 500
psec with minimal preshoot
and pulse-top aberrations. The
pulse’s falling edge has similar
characteristics.
This level of cleanliness requires considerable layout experimentation, particularly with
Q1’s emitter and collector lead
lengths and associated components. Ground-plane-type construction with high-speed layout, connection, and
termination techniques is essential for good results from
this circuit. Additionally, small
inductances or RC networks
may be necessary between Q1’s
emitter and R1 to get best pulse
presentation.

is the settling output. The last 20 mV of
movement, which begins at the centerscreen vertical marker, is easily observable, and the amplifier settles inside 5
mV (0.1%) in 30 nsec after the onset of
the input step.
PROPERLY SET TRIMS
As mentioned, the circuit requires dc
and ac trimming to achieve this level of
performance. Making these adjustments
requires disabling the amplifier by disconnecting the input-current switch and

www.ednmag.com
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the 1-kV resistor at the amplifier and
shorting the settle node directly
Figure 4
to the ground plane (Reference
2). With the amplifier disabled and the
settle node grounded, the output should
A
(2V/DIV)
theoretically always be zero, but this is
B
not the case for an untrimmed bridge.
(2V/DIV)
Because the sample gate’s transitions
cause large signal swings, ac and dc errors
C
(5V/DIV)
are present. Additionally, the output
shows significant dc-offset error during
the sampling interval. Adjusting the acD
balance and skew-compensation trims (20 mV/DIV)
minimizes the switching-induced transients. The baseline-zero trim adjusts the
dc offset. Using these adjustments, you
20 NSEC/DIV
can minimize all switching-related activity and reduce offset error to unreadable Settling-time-circuit waveforms include the time-corrected input pulse (Trace A), the amplifierlevels. You can use the settle-node-zero under-test output (Trace B), the sample gate (Trace C), and the settling-time output (Trace D).
trim to correct for any further differences
between the presettling and postsettling
baseline.
Some other factors are important for
the circuit to operate properly
Figure 5
(Reference 2). First, you must
properly position the sampling window
in time. Initiating the sample window
too early causes the measurement circuit’s output to overdrive the oscilloTIME-CORRECTED
INPUT STEP
scope when sampling commences. In
(2V/DIV)
general, it’s good practice to “walk” the
AMPLIFIER
sampling window up to the last 10 mV
SETTLING
or so of amplifier slewing so that the on(2 mV/DIV)
set of ring time is observable. Second, the
amplifier requires frequency compensation using the CCOMP capacitor in Figure
3 to get the best possible settling time.
Light compensation permits fast slewing
but causes excessive ringing amplitude
over a long time. At the other extreme, a
large value for CCOMP eliminates all ring5 NSEC/DIV
ing but slows the amplifier so that settling stretches to 50 nsec. A carefully cho- Expanded vertical and horizontal scales show 30-nsec amplifier settling time to within 5 mV.
sen capacitor value results in tightly
controlled damping and a settling time
of 30 nsec.
wideband amplifier,” Application Note tion design. He has served in similar caFinally, achieving this level of per- 79, Linear Technology Corp, 1999.
pacities at National Semiconductor,
formance depends on layout. The cir3. Williams, Jim, “Component and Arthur D Little, and the Instrumentacuit’s construction involves a number of measurement advances ensure 16-bit tion Laboratory at the Massachusetts
subtleties and is crucial.k
DAC settling time,” Application note 74, Institute of Technology (Cambridge,
MA). A former student at Wayne State
Linear Technology Corp, 1998.
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PIEZOCERAMIC TRANSFORMERS HAVE MANY
FEATURES, INCLUDING SMALL FORM FACTOR,
THAT MAKE THEM INHERENTLY WELL-SUITED
TO CCFL-BACKLIGHT INVERTERS.

A svelte beast cuts
high voltage down to size
CDs are in use everywhere, from PCs of all able that building the inverter function inside the
sizes to point-of-sale terminals to instruments, LCD panel has become attractive although, to date,
autos, and medical apparatus. LCDs use a cold- impractical. Thus, construction and high-voltagecathode fluorescent lamp (CCFL) as a light source breakdown characteristics of magnetic transformto backlight the display. The CCFL requires a high- ers present barriers to implementing them in these
voltage ac supply for operation. Typically, more than forthcoming space-intensive designs.
1000V rms are necessary to initiate lamp operation,
Additionally, as refined as magnetic technology is,
with sustaining voltages of 200 to 800V ac.
other inverter problems associated with this techTo date, designers have used magnetic trans- nology exist, including the necessity to optimize and
formers in the high-voltage section of backlight “inverters,” which convert a dc voltage to high-voltage
ac. Designers have spent much effort on
Figure 1
magnetic transformers for CCFL inverters,
and much written material exists about these designs
(references 1, 2, and 3).
However, the piezoceramic (PZT, for the lead-zirconate-lead-titanate material it comprises) transformer, an arcane and little-known technology, now
presents a new approach to this high-voltage generation (see “How it works,” pg 54). PZT transformers have many compelling characteristics, including
small size, safety, and the ability to work with different displays without recalibration. The size and
(a)
width of these transformers provide an ideal form
factor for constructing space-efficient CCFL-backlight inverters (Figure 1).

L

MAGNETIC CCFL TRANSFORMERS
The PZT transformer is an important design alternative because magnetic-transformer-based approaches are running into difficulties as pc-board
space shrinks. In particular, laptop computers with
large-area screens have little room for the backlightinverter board. In many cases, so little space is availwww.ednmag.com

(b)

Piezoceramic transformers—in this case, 1.5 (upper) and 10W (lower)
devices—are much smaller and narrower than magnetic transformers (a). A
complete LCD-backlight inverter fits onto a much thinner board (b).
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calibrate the inverter for best performance with a given display type.
Figure 2
Practically, this requirement
`V
means that the manufacturer must adjust inverter parameters, via either hardware or software, to achieve optimum
HIGH-VOLTAGE OUTPUT
performance with a given display type.
PZT
Commensurate adjustments in inverter
LAMP
characteristics must accompany changes
in the display type. Another problem is
fail-safe protection due to self-destrucfRESONANCE=60 kHz
tive transformer malfunctions. Finally,
the magnetic field that conventional
transformers provide can interfere with
the operation of adjacent circuitry. With
the exception of size, you can address all A Pierce-type circuit sustains resonance but cannot efficiently deliver power. The circuit also
of these problems, but the solutions in- “mode-hops” due to the transformer’s parasitic resonances.
+V

Figure 3

+V

BIAS

+V

PZT

LAMP

1
fRESONANCE=60 kHz

1
PZT

LAMP
f1

fRESONANCE=60 kHz

f2

ALTERNATE
FEEDBACK
1
1

(a)

VBIAS

(b)
+V

+V
AMPLITUDE-CONTROL LOOP
STEP-DOWN VOLTAGE
REGULATOR

VREF

AMPLITUDE
FEEDBACK

LAMPCURRENT
SETPOINT
PZT

LAMP
PZT

Q1

fRESONANCE=
60 kHz

Q2

f1

f2

RESONANCE
FEEDBACK

fRESONANCE=
RESONANCE
60 kHz
FEEDBACK
f1

+V

f2

R
RC OSCILLATOR
fø60 kHz
(c)

LAMP

+V
R

RC OSCILLATOR
f=60 kHz

C

C

(d)

A feedback-based oscillator has an efficient drive stage, but poorly defined transformer-phase characteristics cause spurious modes with line and load
variations (a). A push-pull version of the circuit in (a) retains efficiency and permits simple all-n-channel drive. Poor phase characteristics still preclude
stable loop operation (b). A feedback tap on the PZT transformer synchronizes the RC oscillator, providing stable phase characteristics (c). Adding an
amplitude-control loop with current sensing stabilizes the lamp’s intensity (d).
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cur economic and circuit/system penalties, as references 1, 2, and 3 discuss.

nance associated with this acoustic activity is extraordinarily high; Q factors
greater than 1000 are typical. This transformer action results from using properties of certain ceramic materials and
structures. The physical configuration
and number of layers in its construction
set a PZT transformer’s voltage gain. This
structure is obviously different from a
magnetic transformer, although some
very rough magnetic analogs are turns
ratio and core configuration. Also different, and central to any serious drivescheme attempt, is that a PZT transformer has a large input capacitance, as
opposed to a magnetic transformer’s input inductance.
Piezoelectric-transformer technology
is not new and currently exists in vari-

PZT TRANSFORMERS CONVERT ENERGY
Like magnetic devices, PZT transformers are basically energy converters.
A magnetic transformer operates by converting an electrical input to magnetic
energy and then reconverting the magnetic energy back to an electrical output.
A PZT transformer has an analogous operating mechanism: A PZT transformer
converts an electrical input into mechanical energy and subsequently reconverts this mechanical energy back to an
electrical output. The mechanical transport causes the PZT transformer to vibrate, similar to quartz-crystal operation,
but at acoustic frequencies. The reso-

ous products (references 4, 5, and 6).
More familiar examples of piezoelectric
devices are barbecue-grill igniters, for
which a direct mechanical input to the
PZT transformer produces an electrical
discharge, and marine sonar transducers,
for which an electrical input produces a
pronounced sonic output. You can also
find piezoelectric devices in speakers
(tweeters), medical ultrasound transducers, mechanical actuators, and fans.
Various designs have attempted to use
piezoelectric-based backlight inverters,
but previous transformer and circuit approaches could not provide power, efficiency, and wide dynamic range of operation. These designs had restricted
transformer operating regions and complex and ill-performing electronic-con-

5V

Figure 4

+
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25V

VIN
+
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1N5819
LT1375
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0.02 mF
GND
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5k
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L2
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PZT
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Q2
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f2
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The design in Figure 3d provides the basis for a complete PZT-based backlight inverter. The PZT transformer’s resonant feedback synchronizes the RC
oscillator via Q3. The amplitude-control loop powers the transformer via the LT1375 switching regulator.
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trol schemes. Additionally, the PZTtransformer-mounting schemes
Figure 5
enlarged the overall size, negating
the size advantage.

A
B

DEVELOP A CONTROL SCHEME
C

Constructing a practical circuit reD
quires a few design iterations. The circuit
in Figure 2 treats the PZT transformer
E
like a quartz crystal, using it in a Piercetype oscillator. Self-resonance occurs,
and a sinusoidal ac high voltage drives
the lamp. This circuit has a number of
F
unpleasant features. Little power is availG
able due to the circuit’s high output impedance. Additionally, the PZT transH
former has a number of other spurious
modes besides its desired 60-kHz fundamental. Changes in drive level or load
5 mSEC/DIV
characteristics induce “mode-hopping,”
manifested by the transformer’s resoTRACE
VERTICAL SCALE
DESCRIPTION
nance jumping to subharmonic or harA
20V/DIV
Q2 GATE DRIVE
monic frequencies. Sometimes, several
B
20V/DIV
Q1 GATE DRIVE
modes occur simultaneously. Operation
C
50V/DIV
Q1 DRAIN RESPONSE
in these modes results in low efficiency
D
50V/DIV
Q2 DRAIN RESPONSE
and instability. Practically, this circuit
E
20V/DIV
L1-L2 JUNCTION
was never a serious candidate, only as an
F
500V/DIV
PZT FEEDBACK TAP
exploratory exercise. Its contribution is
G
20V/DIV
Q3 COLLECTOR
demonstrating that the PZT transH
2000V/DIV
PZT HIGH-VOLTAGE OUTPUT
former’s self-resonance is a potentially
viable path.
The circuit in Figure 3a, a feedback oscillator, addresses the high-output-im- Waveforms for the circuit in Figure 4 show the PZT’s high-voltage output (Trace H). The PZT transpedance problem with a totem-style pair. former acts as a mechanical filter, producing low-distortion sine waves.
This circuit is partially successful, although efficient totem drive devoid of simultaneous conduction requires care.
The mode-hopping problem perDISPLAY ENCLOSURE
Figure 6
sists, and, in this case, the long
(GROUNDED)
acoustic transit time through the transPARASITIC CAPACITANCE
former and the wideband-feedback path
)
TO GROUND (
aggravates the problem. This acoustic
transit time, or transit time at the speed
of sound, produces enormous feedback
R
HIGH-VOLTAGE INPUT
TO
LAMP
phase error. Even worse, this phase error
FEEDBACK
C
varies with line and load conditions. The
alternate feedback in Figure 3a senses
current as opposed to voltage. This
scheme eliminates the voltage-dividerinduced loading but does nothing to address the phase uncertainties and modehopping. A final problem, which is All displays introduce some amount of parasitic capacitance between the lamp, its leads, and other
common to all resonant oscillators, con- electrically conductive elements.
cerns start-up. Gently tapping the transformer at the low-voltage end usually 3b is similar but uses a ground-referred one, but phase error and mode-hopping
starts a reticent circuit, but this fact is push-pull power stage, simplifying the and start-up problems are as before.
hardly reassuring. The circuit in Figure drive scheme. This approach is a better
The circuit in Figure 3c retains the
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drive scheme and solves the remaining
problems. Central to this circuit’s operation is a new resonance-feedback terminal at the PZT transformer. This connection, precisely positioned on the
transformer, provides constant-phase
resonance information regardless of operating conditions. At power-up, the RC
oscillator drives Q1 and Q2 at a frequency outside resonance. The transformer,
excited off-resonance, at first responds
inefficiently, although voltage-amplified
resonant waveforms appear at the feedback and output terminals. The resonant information at the feedback terminal injection-locks the RC oscillator,
pulling it to the transformer’s resonance.
At this point, the circuit supplies the
transformer with on-resonance drive,
and efficient operation commences.
Note that this type of operation is the
heart and soul of a bootstrapped startup circuit. The circuit maintains the
feedback terminal’s constant-phase
characteristic over all line and load con-

100 edn | November 24, 1999

ditions, and the loop enforces resonance.
The circuit in Figure 3d retains the resonance loop and adds an amplitude-control loop to stabilize lamp intensity. The
circuit feeds back sensed lamp current to
a voltage regulator to control the transformer’s drive power. The regulator’s reference point is variable, permitting a
lamp-intensity setting at any desired level. The amplitude and resonance loops
operate simultaneously but fully independently of each other. This two-loop
operation is the key to high-power, widerange, and reliable control.
Figure 4 is a detailed schematic of Figure 3d’s concept. The resonance loop
comprises Q3 and the CMOS-inverterbased oscillator. The amplitude loop centers on the LT1375 switching regulator.
Figure 5 shows circuit waveforms. Traces
A and B show Q2 and Q1 gate drives, respectively, and traces C and D are the resultant Q1 and Q2 drain responses. The
LT1375 step-down switching regulator,

responding to the rectified and averaged
lamp current, closes the amplitude loop
by driving the L1-L2 junction (Trace E).
The 4.7-mF capacitor at the VC pin stabilizes the loop. The PZT transformer’s
acoustic transport speed furnishes an almost-pure delay in the loop, making
compensation an interesting exercise
(see additional information for this article at www.ednmag.com). Note that the
design in Figure 4 includes no filtering;
the raw LT1375 500-kHz PWM output
directly drives the L 1-L2-PZT network.
This direct drive is permissible because
the PZT transformer’s Q factor is so high
that it responds only at resonance, as the
half-sine waves of traces C and D indicate.
The feedback tap (Trace F) supplies
phase-coherent information and looks
like a current source to Q3 under all conditions (note Trace F’s vertical-scale factor). The 750-kV resistors in series minimize parasitic capacitance at the
transformer feedback terminal. Q3’s col-

www.ednmag.com

lector (Trace G) clamps this information
to a lower voltage and injection-locks the
CMOS-inverter-based oscillator, which
closes the resonance loop. The oscillator
ensures start-up, just as in Figure 3c, and
effectively filters the already-narrowband
resonant feedback, further ensuring resonance-loop fidelity under all conditions. Trace H is the PZT transformer’s
high-voltage output delivered to the
lamp. This example uses a potentiometer
to set the dimming, although simple current summing to the LT1375 feedback
pin also allows electronic control (Reference 1).
ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS AND BENEFITS
As mentioned, the PZT transformer
has other benefits besides size. One of
these benefits is safety. A PZT transformer cannot fail due to output shorts
or opens. Short circuits knock the PZT
transformer off-resonance, and it simply
stops, absorbing no energy. Open circuits
do not cause arc-induced PZT failures

because arcing between turns, as in a
magnetic transformer, can’t occur. However, it is always wise to sense and arrest
an overvoltage condition. Despite their
size, PZT transformers are capable of
large outputs. With a 10V supply, an uncontrolled PZT transformer can easily
produce 3000V rms. This ability mandates some form of overvoltage protection in a production circuit.
Another significant attribute is that the
amplitude-control loop’s scale factor is
almost completely independent of load,
including parasitic capacitance. The
practical advantage is that you can use
the same PZT-based inverter circuit with
a range of displays with no recalibration
of any kind. This feature is a distinct advantage over magnetically based inverters, which all require some form of scalefactor recalibration, either hardware- or
software-based, when you change the
display. Understanding this feature requires some study.
Almost all displays introduce some

parasitic capacitance between the lamp,
its leads, and electrically conductive elements within the display. Such elements may include the display enclosure, the lamp reflector, or both (Figure
6). The parasitic capacitance to ground
has two major impacts. The capacitance
absorbs energy, causing lost power. This
power loss raises overall inverter input
power because the inverter must supply
both parasitic and intended load paths.
Some techniques can minimize the effects of parasitic capacitance, but the
compensation is never complete (Reference 1).
A second effect of parasitic capacitance, manifested in magnetically based
inverters, is much subtler. A magnetically based inverter has a finite source impedance at frequency, which corrupts the
produced sinusoid. The amount of parasitic capacitance influences the degree
of corruption. Displays have varying
amounts of parasitic capacitance, resulting in varying degrees of waveform dis-

Circle 8 or visit www.ednmag.com/InfoAccess
www.ednmag.com
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tortion. The RC-averaging
electric Ceramic Transtime-constant circuit
former Operating in
Figure 7
of the magnetic and
Thickness
ExtenPZT-based inverters is not an
sional Vibration Mode for
PZT OUTPUT
rms-to-dc converter and proPower Supply,” Ultrasonic
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